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THE FOUR ELEMENTS
The theme of the 2016 Spectrum issue is the four
elements: earth, air, fire, and water. Each element is a
physical component of our world, but also represents a distinct asset of human character. Earth is the foundation on
which everything else is built: one’s roots, family, and the
innate belief in one’s own individuality. Air is the lightest
element, and so represents a transcendence from physical
or psychological restrictions into a world of freedom and
bliss. Fire is the strength to pursue one’s passions and the
invigorating, albeit arduous sacrifices that humanity makes
not only to survive, but to live. Lastly, water is reflection
into one’s innermost self, a sense of cleansing and purity
that leads to rebirth and a new understanding of the world.
These four elements come together to make up the
universe, achieving a delicate balance even as they struggle
for dominance. Water extinguishes flames, but also allows
the earth to grow and flourish. Fire burns and destroys,
but also provides comfort to families who gather in search
of warmth. Earth can tear people apart across immeasurable distances but also carries the footprints of generations.
We need air to breathe, but it can also become a poison
that contaminates life.
Together, these four contrasting elements work together to create a spectrum of harmony and community.
We hope you enjoy this year’s edition of Spectrum as
much as we enjoyed making it!
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When the Rain Falls
When the rain falls,
you hear your mother’s voice in its song,
your father’s lullaby in its drumbeat against the roof,
and you remember your childhood underneath moonlit skies
and the smell of dampened earth sinking beneath your feet.
You remember the warmth of sunlight through your window
and your mother’s stories woven between its golden threads,
your father’s touch from his big worn hands, hands that have
brushed your cheek countless times and made
ten thousand more sacrifices.
When the storms outside sketched jagged white streaks across
your parents’ faces, they made sure their eyes shone brighter
and their laughs rang louder than the rumble of thunder outside.
Now it’s your turn to be the guardian, not the guarded,
your turn to tell sunlight stories and sing raindrop lullabies,
your turn for gentle touches and millions of promises.
Your turn to be the light
in a childhood sky.

Kiana Sadri and Jiwon Yun
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EARTH
the soul.”
― Michel de Montaigne
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Strength
Identity

Family
Grounded
Roots
Courage
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Pancakes, Fingernails, and Grass
My life is a conglomerate of events just as white is a conglomerate of every color. Specific events and time periods in my life
such as the hot summers I would spend at my grandma’s house, have
painted a beautiful piece of art, me. I drove to my grandma’s house to
find out what color I truly was. I pulled my car into the driveway, got
out, climbed the three stairs to her porch, and took a seat on the warm
concrete. “Grama, what color am I,” I inquisitively asked the woman
whose body was so far away, yet whose soul fiercely lingered. Unlike
my mother’s response, I knew my grandma’s would be much more
elaborate and dramatic. “Meyers,” she called, because she couldn’t say
Amiya, “you wanna know what cuh-luh you is?” After a deep exhale,
she went on to say, “You’s got golden brown skin like mine and like
the pancakes that I’d cook you for breakfast, lunch and suppuh.” I
laughed because I loved her pancakes and I actually would eat them
for every meal of the day. “What other colors am I?” I asked. “Meyers,
you bold and sassy like the red polish on my finguh nails.” I recalled
the polish that I was not allowed to wear because I wasn’t old enough.
She had always said that red polish was for grown women because
they were old enough to be sassy. I, myself, had associated red with
sass but also with fearlessness and fire. The thought of her nail color
sparked a flame within me, reminding me to always be bold and
strong.
“Keep goin, grama, keep goin,” I demanded. “Meyers, you’re
so full of energy!” she chuckled, “I ‘member when you’d go outside
and do all them flips and turns in the grass, it’d make me nervous,
watchin you out there. But that’s it, you’re green like the grass!” I sat
dumbfounded on the concrete thinking, how on God’s green Earth
am I green? I pondered, and soon began associating green with liveliness and ambition. Just as the grass grows tall and reaches up to the
sky, I do the same knowing that the sky is my limit. Still urging with
curiosity, I continued, “Grama, what other colors am I?”
“Meyers, aint that enough?”
“No grama, I need so many more, I can’t be but four colors!”
“Well, that’s the thing, Meyers. You ain’t the only four cuhluhs. You, however, many cuh-luhs there is,” she continued. “You
can be purple or blue or orange or any cuh-luh. You wanna know
why?”

Amiya Alexander

“Why grama?”
“Because, Meyers, with a heart of gold, a little bit of sass, a
kind-energetic spirit, and God beside you, you can do ANYTHING.”
I began to cry as I thought about the encouraging things that
my grandma would always tell me. I looked down at her gold ring on
my finger and rotated it a couple times, reminiscing on all the great
times we had shared. I walked through the grass to my car, took a
glance at her house, pulled out of the driveway and pulled into MY
world, ready to do whatever I put my mind to.
So, yes, I decided. It’s plain and clear that my skin is not
white. But it’s also clear that I’m not just black, the absence of color.
So what color am I? Golden like her pancakes, red like her nails,
green like the grass and my ambition that never fails. That is what
color I am.
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“From the Future” by Tylar Bennett
Digital Art

Amiya Alexander
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Beyond the Porch

His favorite sport is the porch on the second level,
which faces the woods in the backyard. His perfect posture
slouches into the chair, making the seat dip with his weight.
His thick, onyx hair glimmers in the sunlight. He gazes at his
youngest daughter, who is sitting in his lap, with endearment.
The harmonies of her giggles tickle his ears. The daughter that
has so much more to learn beyond the shabby porch that faces a
few dead trees. He guides his daughter to make her way on her
own two feet through the labyrinthine forest of the world. With
every scrape from a branch, or trip on a vine, she grows taller
than he does, stands straighter than he does. She no longer fits
in his lap.
His hunchback strains to straighten itself, to be comfortable. The grey hues in his thinning hair match the aging bark
of the trees. He has gone deaf, forever deprived of his daughter’s
laughter. Still, he sits in his favorite spot on the porch.

“GK in Repose” by Hannah Hansen
Photography

Carol Zhang
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To Live
My mother’s aching eyes beg for rest. I see memories
folded inside the crinkles. I see city streets in the lines that
journey across her palms. Activism and moral voices are cradled
between her thin, frail lips. I look through the green foliage of
her eyes, and as her silver, wispy hair flies across sagging cheekbones, I ask her if this is life.
If surreal and joyful occasions end in motionless
moments by windowsills
where one is unable to walk
or dream. Is this life? She
turns to me and takes my
hand in hers, whispering
softly. Let me tell you about
life. Life is not knowing the
future but taking the next
step in hopes that it will lead
you somewhere. Life is
giving reassurance to those
close to you when the
perfect moments of yesterday come shattering down. It’s the bitter cup of tea your fianceé
makes for you the morning after he proposes. Life is the look on
your boss’ face when he has to let you go. It’s the crustiness of
your eyes when you awake in the morning, and the magnetic
pull of your bed as you try to rise. It’s seeing beauty in moments
that last for mere seconds, and in memories that echo screams
of pleasure from decades past. Life is serendipity. Life is oblivion. I am the culmination of dreams and hopes and memories. I
sit here motionless, but my soul breathes fire.
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“Eyes of Wisdom” by Sydney Jiang
Mixed Media

Samina Saifee		
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A Letter for and to Zahra

A Letter for Zahra:
Zahra, you are the giggles that spill and spiral out of containment,
The sweetness in bittersweet memories from dreams,
The uplifting notes and remaining hopes in abandoned and melancholy melodies
One of the few oceanic oases in my sandy, deserted core.
Pre-Zahra:
Monochromes overshadowed
My dulled emotions,
My identity,
My very memories.
But with you came a revelation I was not dulled My feelings were simply lulled
Into a deep hibernation that became a defense-mechanism,
A sort of self-deception,
So that I may not feel the
agonizing loneliness
Who stalked me,
Who forced his embrace upon me.
When I saw your eyes, Zahra,
Thier deepness and richness formed
A night sky and ocean, replacing much of the Sahara scenery.
My night and ocean both emitted their diamond reflections and
shines.
Everytime I see your eyes,
I know that I will never be lost,
Because the light I see in them form a path
Always leading me back
Whenever I lose sight of myself.

Nina Nakkash

Your smile is my soil,
Everything that has grown in me this past year:
All the flowers, bushes, trees,
All the refound dreams, relationships, and connections
From you.
Unlike the superficiality of others,
You are genuine, warm, and kind.
Everytime you smile,
I see nothing but the vivacious bursting of life
In your similes I see indigo carnations swaying,
When you let out that roaring laugh,
I see an inflamed, slightly diva-like rose.
Your hugs are my ozone.
They are the reason my world took on color and stayed in color and
added colors.
You are my safety.
But never boring,
And always surprising.
And I cannot thank you enough.

“Brazen Beauty” by Josephine Teachout
Painting

Nina Nakkash
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A Letter To Zahra:

She will never understand
That I was a robot copying other’s actions and expressions,
And that she made me human
And that she is so dear to me
And that I love her so very much.
Post-Zahra:
A girl was asked: “If there was any place you could be, where would
you be?”
And she responded: “Between the sky and ocean, between that thin
lining where the lovers almost kiss.”
He commented back: “Oh, so you want to be in a place where you will
be alone, where no one will bother you.”
She didn’t respond. Her mind had already checked-in: floating and
soaring along-side her best friend, her love, her night and sky. When
her mind returned, she remembered his last remark and, although too
late, she softly mumbled, “I guess I’m just a daydreamer…” and in her
mind she completed the sentence, “...that daydreams with night.”
I wonder if Zahra will ever realize that girl is me,
That the little scene above happened, word for word,
That I used to daydream all the time,
But now only a little because I can afford to live in the present
And not wallow in a distorted fantasy.
But from time to time,
When I miss her,
I daydreamThe same daydream in which I take flight alongside her
In momentary yet everlasting tranquility.
She will never know the extent of my love for her.
This piece of writing is all the ways in which I am trying to convey “I
love you”
But, there is no better way.
So,
Dear Zahra,
I love you.
With Eternal Love,
Nina

Nina Nakkash

A Walk to Remember
The turbulence
pierced my ears.
On the other side of the world,
a man and woman,
I’ve never met before
waited for us.
These familiar strangers,
greeted my family.
Spoke in a language,
that I barely understood.
We shared cold treats,
that dripped down our hands.
Stared in awe,
at the amazing landmarks-with intricate designs
and astonishing stories-behind their broken-down walls.
We strolled through parks,
enjoying the sweet summer air.
He picked a bright red rose
and pinned it to my
sleek black hair.
Our exciting adventures
started to slow.
Our goodbyes were said
and promises were made
to visit again.

Anna Sun
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The turbulence
pierced my ears.
On the other side of the world,
my grandma,
that I’ve met only once before,
waited for us.
Alone.

Dressed in gloomy black,
tears silently fall down my face
as I place
a bright red rose
beside him.
Every year,
a candle is lit,
a bright red rose
is placed,
and memories
are cherished
forever.

“Flight to Heaven” by Sofia Spencer
Pencil Drawing

Anna Sun
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Time and Place
I’M HERE NOW
PLEASE DON’T COUNT ME OUT
I’M HERE NOW
GIVING NO REASON TO DOUBT

Have to make my mark
Cause they all ain’t on my side
Some just want to see my fall
(But that’s okay) Just watch out I’m coming in like the tide
Yes I know I’m different
I don’t have the same plan
You see He gave me a vision
He said, “I’m placing hands on you to help do what only you can”
Time and place
That’s what I’ve been given
Y’all barely see how I’m living
But that’s ok just know I’m a queen on a mission
In this time
In this place.

“Starry Jump” by Vanessa Raphtis
Photography

Anaya Johnson
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The Pocket Watch

Placed in my hand precisely six years ago,

trusting I would keep the precious object safe.
The old pocket watch rested securely in my grasp
its slender brass chain swung back and forth.
I slowly peeled open my hand, revealing a time-forsaken treasure.
Its exterior glossy brass, with cravings that twisted in an intricate
design
locking my eyes in a trance.
I reached out with my open hand to release its cover with a small
click.
My eyes scoured the interior, the inside smooth, polished brass.
As the second hand circled, the clock’s silent ticking filled my
imagination.
The watch’s face, its ink black numbers etched against the
creamy background.
As I watched, fascinated with the way the hands moved smoothly in its infinite circle of time,
I imagined my great-grandfather as a young boy receiving the
gift.
I slowly closed the watch and slipped my family’s prized possession into my pocket for safekeeping.

Stephanie Kasprzyk

The Death of a Flower

Somehow, you have not died yet.
When you open your eyes, there is darkness and the sting of
metal bars deep in your lungs, and you can hear remnants of
your brother’s cries so clearly that you can almost see him.
Mud is smeared on your lips and your hair falls from your
shoulders in chunks, and blood thrums behind your eyelids but
you think it is far too silent for your heart to be beating.
A dead man’s stench masks the tang of metal from three feet
away and your jaw drops in a silent scream, and nobody is coming to save you from wherever you are and somebody is gasping
and stumbling and crying (is it you is it you is it you), and you
pray for help.
Suddenly you see a woman like something holy, with a silk
voice and a touch like tulips, and she runs her cold, cold hands
across your cheekbones and through your hair, but you do not
dwell on how her skin is just as frigid as yours. Your vision
blurs and her eyes could make your tears turn to crystals, but
you do not dwell on how her teeth are stained as red as yours.
“Please don’t leave me here,” you gasp, and dirt falls past your
tongue but you’ve forgotten how to choke.
“My child, I would never,” and she breathes life into you like
you are a gem.

Tara Tang
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How My Best Brings out the Best in Others
If I am anything more than what the world perceives me to

be I am solid, solid and rooted as a person of virtues rather than vices.
I am a human born with the capacity to achieve and fail, my best
only as great as how I may use it. My “best” began as a fast-building
piece of architecture constructed by my parents into the great city of
my person. The greatest comparison I can give between my best and
something tangible is that it is the capital of my soul. For lack of a
better word-since all other words I might use sound too extravagant
in comparison-my “best” is blindly given. I would comfort myself
with the thought that it is always given.
One’s best is their ideal perfect self, one who never fails to
give their all. As the most impressive me I can muster, I have learned
to become content with my “best”; even if it is not always so in others’
eyes. My best actions have been the love I show others. During the
time I went to the Academy of Sacred Heart, I had to spend an hour
every Thursday at a service organization. I chose to go to the Wing
Lake School for children with disabilities. I got to know the teachers and students as I spent time there, and it was the highlight of my
week. I read, helped teach, and wheeled the students around the hallway at Wing Lake. My favorite part of this experience was the smile I
received; the kids’ reactions to the only parts of my speech they could
understand. My “best” in the sense of action is love. When I use this
emotion, I make it indiscriminate, profound, and use it as a wisdom
instead of merely an affection.
My experience at Wing Lake inspired my idea to create a
charity helping kids to use their creativity to overcome their worries and anxieties. This idea came off an assignment I was given at
Sacred Heart. I was asked what charity I would work in if given the
chance to engage in humanitarian work. The use of creativity can
bring out critical thinking and depth within others that is not always
shown. Adolescents would find the best in themselves by being able
to realize their true potential and interacting with others who suffered
the same. In my camp, they would be free to explore their personas
and become more comfortable within themselves. Creativity is often
one of the only ways to cope with severe mental deficiency. We often
imagine our worries or struggles, so for me, it only makes sense that
we use our imagination to minimize them.

Amanda Bradley

Also, disorders like schizophrenia are largely leveled on imagery,
which is an essential factor in developing creative thought. In my
writing, I assist others in pinpointing their own personality by making them speculate and formulate opinions. By learning through my
words and thinking critically, they will see the world in a more interesting light. The creative mind taps into a very special part of one’s
cerebellum and brings forth brain cells formerly unseen. In my belief,
what we create is the most precise part of who we are; the truest part,
and therefore the best. What we create is the identification of the self
and what distinguishes those within a population.
Sometimes, my best brought out the worst in others. I was
isolated likely due to others’ jealousy and suffered through loneliness
all the while trying to reach out and befriend others. My best brought
out goodness and love in others, but it did not do the same for me.
“Bringing out the best in others” became so much of my purpose that
I could not see the best in myself. Friends of mine brought out beauty
within each other, but it seemed that they stopped seeing anything
in me. My best became like a cliché, something no longer interesting
and to be avoided. I ended this part of my story by leaving my school,
which is why I am here now. I tell you that even if your best can
bring out the best in others, it is not a link between you and them. I
have learned that my comrades and I must mutually expose each other’s best. My kindness, effort, and talents, as I have mentioned above,
are the best within my, but there is another far more important factor
in my personality. For me, my best is myself, as I am always striving
for my best regardless of the circumstances. I would retitle this essay
“How I Bring out the Best in Others,” as my flaws and drawbacks are
all a part of who I am. My parents have raised my to be the best I can
be as I center myself on Earth.
I cannot say for certain that my “best” solidifies others and
brings out the best within them, but I can say how I feel this might
be. My “best” is my greatest virtue, my greatest aspect, and therefore
the greatest part of me to give.

Amanda Bradley
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Veteran Affairs

njured fighting in the line of duty,
S IPutting
his life on the line to protect his country,
P His family awaited his return home with glee.
E On the awaited return from overseas,
a special occasion, the soldier collected a golden key,
C At
For his bravery in battle, a feat of hard-earned glory.
T But the veteran needed some metal skeletal, you see,
R As dangerous debris had taken its toll, the doctors agreed.
of the affairs was the iron fe.
U Representative
He knocked the cabinet doors for medical necessity,
M Routine reasons sufficed to swat away the plea,
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And the source of insurance came up quite empty.
As the same government provided the salary,
It was not much to live with the expenses of a Yankee,
The simplest of commodities cost a decent deal of money.
The bill made a big dent on a scant supply, quite bluntly.
And he lived some days with an anxious worry,
Of living off too little in a nation that actually had plenty.
The veteran of war received a sad iron knee,
Exposing a sad story, too common, filled with irony.
Thus was our recompense of the draftee,
A messed up situation that has gone on for too long already.

“The Branches” by Gillian Fent Baker
Digital Art

Omer Siddiqui

The Morning Before School

Cleaning Words: Brush your teeth diligently. Remove the

ugly, yellow plaque to ensure the amputation of your individual thoughts. Neglecting to show interest in gossip at school
is smelly and keeps people away. Don’t forget your gums. If
you let out your deep laugh, people will say your femininity
is bleeding away. Now grab the floss and dig it between your
teeth, even if it hurts. If you don’t completely conform to your
friends’ habits, your dentist will be upset.

Covering up your Sins: Use your wooden brush to untangle the

complicated knots in your hair. If you show complexity in your
thoughts and emotions you won’t be a high schooler (remember
to use made-up words). A grave sin. Apply a generous amount
of deodorant to prevent any unwanted sweat of words. Apply
concealer to cover the thoughts inside your head. You shouldn’t
speak your mind.

Frosting on the Cake: Remove your pajamas to ensure you

shed your own skin. Wear clothes but choose wisely. Leggings
will show your tension in the crowd and sweatpants will encourage piggishness. Tank tops make you too different from
your conservative friends. Don’t wear hoodies because then
they’ll find out you’re covering up your hidden tears. A shirt
with jeans is a safe bet because that’s what you have to be are:
nice and familiar.

Painting: Remember to use perfume to apply a layer of cheer-

fulness. Put on shoes without laces so people do not realize your
behavior is meticulously—dare I say painstakingly—carried out.
Now draw a smile on your face.

If you frown, you’ll disappear.

Kiana Sadri
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Sour Lyme

Plump, peachy skin

Ripened two years out the womb,
Tender.
Canvas for a bug to borrow,
White but made a ring of fire:
Bull’s eye.
Course of blood is drained or iron,
Inflamed with acid,
Limbs go rancid.
Ice-picks in the stomach,
Wretched pins jab both eyes.
Nose gagged,
Knees collapse,
Brain severed,
Heart trampled.
Rare.
Yet a month agoOnly
A cough or two
A small burst of sneezes
A request for naps
A chiming chill
A pounding head
A bump.

“Wasteland” by Mary Kannapell
Photography

Veins cripple when Lyme burns
Baby was a rare who did not churn.

Angela Lee
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A Smile Is a Smile
When I was little,

Mom told me,
A smile is a smile.
No matter the time,
No matter the while.
Even if you’re tired and just ran a mile,
My mom told me
A smile is a smile.
Chalky Yellow teeth,
Uneven spaces.
Too much pink gum,
Too many braces.
Regardless of what size your face is,
My mom told me
A smile is a smile.
Twisted crooked teeth
All gathered in a bunch,
Painful black cavities,
All full of gunk.
Regardless of insecurities, I just have a hunch
Since my mom told me
A smile is a smile.
Later she said a smile can mean pain,
A device used to mask hurt caused again and again,
“Do not think just ‘cause you’re smiling,
That it makes you sane”
There’s a very thin line
Between hurt and inflamed.
I know what she means,
I am not naïve to your games,
I am familiar with horror
But you will never see I know its name.
I believe her wholeheartedly, regardless of age.
My mom told me
A smile is a smile.

Eden Harrison
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Because I Fell OUT OF INNOCENCE

There were so many questions
Why did you get hurt?

Because I fell
How did you find him?

Because I fell
What caused you to be so vulnerable?

Because I fell
Did you stay -

Down? No way!
How did you recover?

You must have forgotten to ask, “How did I feel?”

“Fractured Vase” by Jane Kim
Mixed Media

Anaya Johnson
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Rose-Gold Peaches

Waking up to the sound of stirring hands downstairs
and the wind tapping the glass never bothered me. As I walk
around my room, still groggy from my brief food-induced nap,
I smell the gold seeping its way through the vents. Starting at
my toes, crawling up my calves to give me goose bumps, slowly
creeping toward my shoulders, tickling my nostrils. This gold
was my favorite feeling. With every step towards the stairs, the
shimmer grows louder. I can differentiate between the components: cinnamon, flour, milk, and those rose-gold peaches. I
remember walking into the store with her to pick up the auric
fruits from what she called a secret source, just a market vendor who saved them for her. My foot hits the last step, and I
immediately hear nothing else but the gold pouring from my
grandmother’s hands. I see her artfully folding the crust; Queen
Miradas, but this gentle touch was more than welcome. Everyone around me is glowing from the phosphorescent residue
in the mixing bowl. People talk loudly, they are trying to hear
each other over the gold. Full-mouthed laughing so their happiness is known; little do they know it only makes the gold louder.
I brush past my grandmother, a whiff of coffee beans and shea
butter shampoo that now makes my eyes water. Her hair an
ethereal silver, brushed back into a long ponytail that grabs the
middle of her back. Her edges were frizzing up a little from the
solicitous work being put into making that gold the perfect hue.
Hours have passed that feel like minutes when she pulls a pan
filled with a pure 24k bars out of the oven. Suddenly everything
is quiet, listening. Taking in the aroma. Only a queen could
quiet the whole room with one pan.
Now no gold will ever be so bright, so beautiful, or so
effortlessly melodious. No gold except those rose-gold peaches.

Eden Harrison
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Scoops of Cake

aiting in line, weary of wait,
S W
Following the line, following fate,
P The boy chose to suffer in such squalor.
E For the right to use his hard-earned dollar.
C The ice cream line was long today,
T Which resulted in the long delay.
R The boy had important places to be
U But still, to treat himself was a necessity.
M Every week, the same melody stirred his heart,
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Despite his dreams, he could not take part,
After repeated petition to the authority,
He finally received the gift of currency.

He wondered what flavor was the best,
His friends claimed one was better than the rest,
The fudge sundae reigned supreme,
Beating even the cookies and cream.
As he reached the coveted station,
In his moment of glory, he did not ration.
Not wary of weight, he got the large,
And dutifully accepted the charge.
Though he had forgotten to specify a flavor,
He looked forward to the dessert he was to savor.
Lifting the spoon, he excitedly took his first bite,
And strawberry almost made him die of fright.

Omer Siddiqui
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Remembrance

The old whiff of smoke which you have smelled on his collars:
chalk.
Talk about the first time I thought it was a speckand I thought it was powder that fell from a kiss from his wife
or the time he leaned against the chalkboard
and his shoulder clung onto the chalk.

Talk about the time when the whiff of chalk really fell onto his
shirt.
He didn’t wash it
Neither did his woman
Nor did I
Then never could I iif I wantedCould I
Now.
Like her, I never cleaned the first 48 whiffs but
I saw the fifty-first .
It’s on a gravechalk turned to dust.

“Giant” by Gillian Fent Baker
Mixed Media

Angela Lee
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Red

Falling chlorophyll pigments

that frame cracked bark are swaying
through the window as
dark, thick palpitations
throb through mazing and anxious veins while
the professor uses that
same harsh color.
Furiously scribbling on a board which
provokes unanimous groans,
blending with the bright screams of
the sun
behind closed eyes,
where it is never as dark as it should be
when lying in bed at night,
filled with frustration,
fingertips crying their tears from
too many textbook pages.
wishing the softness of
your mother’s lipstick smile
could erase all your troubles once again.

Eden Harrison
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Things We Hear
I

I don’t remember how old I was when we moved in, but it’s the first

place that comes to mind when I think of home. Not these granite
countertops. Not the stainless steel refrigerator. No – when I think of
home, I think of the aluminum foil scotch-taped to the wall behind the
gas burners on the stovetop. The time I scribbled “No runing” (yes,
with one “n”) onto the wall in the dining room – in permanent marker.
Home was never on time, could never walk in a straight line, and usually smelled of a hazy mixture between garlic and ginger. But home was
always beautiful.
When we first moved in, we only had two beds. My brother and I were
afraid to sleep alone, so our father slept with us on a tiny twin bed in his
makeshift office downstairs, the three of us squished together on the one
mattress. Our father slept with his arms out and we tucked our heads
into them as if they were pillows. It was as if he were being crucified,
and we were the nails that pinned him to our little cot. His presence
always seemed to offer a sense of security, the warmth from his body
wrapping us in a fortress that waxed and waned with every breath, a
moving temple cast in a wedge of the aching darkness of night.
When we woke, he was always gone, having woken up early to beat the
morning traffic on his way to work. Yet the imprint of his head on the
pillow still remained. The smell of his hair lingered; if you leaned in
close you could make out a faint whisper of spice knitted into the sweet
scent of honey and chamomile.
Home was always like this. Mornings were wrapped in chai and Mom’s
humming and the steamy squeal of the water kettle. Afternoons were
sleepy old things, low and muttering giants padded by the poetry of
midday. By evening, home settled back into the arms of the earth, lying
in wait for the heat of daybreak to spin anew.
The day we left, we emptied her insides as if scraping the seeds from
the pithy flesh of a pumpkin before branding its skin with the hollow
imprints of eyes and ears. I watched my father wash our chalk drawings
off the driveway with a hose, the colors all running together like rivers

Claire Wang
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of spilled gasoline after a storm. I said goodbye to the side of the roof on
which icicles grew during wintertime, those long and slender tendrils
that snapped under our fingers when we touched them. I nodded solemnly to the sour berry trees in our backyard and stood for one last time
atop the grunting floorboards of our red- and white-painted deck.

II
I sometimes wondered what they did to her after we had gone. Would
they remember that she liked to read Maya Angelou on Mondays, and
Pablo Neruda on the weekends? Did they strip her walls clean of Mom’s
favorite wallpaper – the one with all the ribbons and the poppies strung
together like children dancing along the top border? Slather her thin
frame in a coat of pearly gloss, a flimsy attempt to redress a withering
prisoner before execution? I imagined her an old sage, an olive tree of
gossamer and stained glass, a lonely top spinning quietly to the beat of
sleepers sighing gently under each breath. I missed her deeply. I refused
to imagine that perhaps she would somehow be happy without us. No.
It was simply impossible.

III
Tonight I sleep alone, a single seed laid to rest in the hollow bones of a
ghost cast from the same drooping mold as the next. I tuck myself into a
Levittown that forms a U-shape as if the entire neighborhood is frowning, a mouth that only speaks with hushed tones and pursed lips. I lay
still, folded uncomfortably inside of a Plexiglass pill where everything
sounds like a question. My mind numbs. The nighttime air freezes in its
steps. The entire town lies in intermission.
Somewhere off in the distance, I think I hear an old woman singing to
herself in the darkness. Her voice begins as a low smolder, a single flame
drifting under a sky which hangs purple with veins. It churns, flexing
and swelling, searing the wind that spills beneath her tongue. It’s oddly
comforting, this mysterious tune. I hear autumn like chamomile, winter
like cracking icicles, spring like chalk dust, summer like berries wrapped
in dew. I hear home.

Claire Wang
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Home

My mother is the one who taught me,

the difference between pretty faces and pretty souls,
how to have a heart of stone but eyes as warm as sun-kissed
cheeks,
and that the bravest people hide the deepest scars.
My mother is the smell of rain in the morning as it presses
dripping palms against my window,
the sound of lullabies and bedtimes stories whispered under
covers
in the static of nighttime cobwebs
My mother is memories of sitting on the back porch,
our hands wrapped around cups of water seeped with mint
leaves;
memories strung in golden sunlight.
My mother is stories of far off places,
and adventures she wishes she’d had,
of a pastpresentfuture full of longing,
and of always being able to find my way back
home.

“Pavement Memories” by Olivia Wiegers
Photography

Jiwon Yun
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sleep.”
― Mewlana Rumi
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Transcendence

Ephemeral
Spirit

Bliss
Peace
Freedom
Light
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The Summer of Us

We pretended the black asphalt was the Sahara Desert,

and we used to bet how long we could stand there, no shoes,
until one of us shrieked and jumped back to cool the fire in our
toes. Our feet were red, calloused, but the dull throbbing burn
only made us run faster.
We drank lemonade on your back porch, the ice clinking
against our teeth, and even afterwards I could still taste the
leftover sweetness on my tongue.
I remember it as the taste of summer.
The sun browned our skin and bleached our hair,
and we were the children of blue skies and green grass, lost in
the careless heat of endless days and hazy nights.
We stayed out in the world until shadows stretched
like spindly fingers across our faces. But we weren’t afraid.
We danced in moonlight, and I remember you illuminated by
liquid silver, your hair and your face and your hands lit up as
you reached out to me.
I remember it all, the gleam of your smile, the flare in your
eyes, how your hand was hot where I held it, as if you were
cradling the heat of summer inside you, keeping it safe while
the world was dark and still.
Your skin was sticky with bug spray, and I remember falling
asleep to the smell, as days bled into nights and a lazy happiness left me relaxed and restless.
You gave me the Sahara, sugary lips and wisps of golden hair.
You gave me summer.

Jiwon Yun
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Love Is...

Love is light,

Love is happiness,
Love is the warmth of the sun,
Love is smiling to the point it hurts,
Love is a baby laughing in her mother’s arms,
Love is the breathless whispers of sweet nothings,
Love is the comfort of a lover’s arms wrapping around you
Love is your heart beating in your chest ten beats every second
Love is the feeling of euphoria when being struck with Cupid’s arrow,
Love is also the pain of ripping the broken arrow out the open wound.
Love is your heart tearing in two from always beating too much,
Love is the feeling of a big emptiness surrounding your body,
Love is the hateful shouting carrying into the night,
Love is a child telling her mom she hates her,
Love is a trembling lip with tears,
Love is the frosty night breeze,
Love is miserable,
Love is dark.

“Portrait” by Victoria Kincaid
Photography

Zahra Qazi
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Route 50

50 is the perfect split of 100, and perfect number of water

bottles in a pack to get a discount on. 50 happens to be the most
bargained percentile for survival of a disease.
I always drive on route 24 and hop onto I-75. I’ve seen route
15 and driven on I-76, but never seen a “Route 50.” However,
Route 50 showed up in news articles. Route 50 happens to be
“America’s Loneliest Road.” Google showed me a tiring 3,000
miles of grey ash engulfed by orange sand or the same close-up
of grey asphalt and 3 yellow lines. Route 50 was a road named
on behalf of America with its 3,000 miles successfully linking the West Coast to the East Coast. I have cousins living in
California and I have sisters in New York. One day, Route 50
will expect a new passenger who isn’t going to take the site of a
mountain range for granted.

“By the Train” by Gillian Fent Baker
Photography

Angela Lee
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Hotline to Heaven

Oh I wish heaven had a phone

For the days I feel alone
To hear your voice
Just one more day
Would give the time
To listen and get out all I have to say
Oh I wish heaven had a phone
So I could hold on
To love you gave
And laughs we made
Oh I wish, I wish, I wish
I wish it hadn’t been so long
I wish I could just be strong
I wish to hear your voice
You’d made everything alright
As you did all of my life
That’s why I wish

“Hermes’ Shoe” by Jonathan Yang
Jewelry

Anaya Johnson
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Vitality

Unravel the threads and knots

which bind you
to settle beneath withered leaves
and trampled dirt where
		
no daffodils grow
Breathe the shimmering sunlight and the cool
		
gulps of air
woven in Spring atmospheres.
Taste the soaring colors of the sky
and the sweet droplets of rain clinging to
		
delicate, fluttering eyelashes.
Reach for Vitality, brimming just beyond
your fingertips.
Let it trickle through your veins,
		
and bloom from the depths of your soul.

“Daytime Dreams” by Madison Friedman
Mixed Media

Sophia Zhang
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We stand apart in cobblestone streets.
Rays of sun melting over us.

You seep into me.
Caressing the supple skin on my cheeks,
Tearing heartbeats from the gravel we stumbled on.
I feel you entwined in the strands of my hair
That carved the edges of photographs
When we were absorbed into a beckoning wind,
Chasing swirls of air to find simple utterances,
Gracing each other with the words we captured.
And we etched the rhythms and pleasure
Into the curvature of our lips.
You seep into me.
Radiating vibrancy into the greenery of my eyes,
Awakening the emerald.
And I can’t help but look into your gaze,
And lose myself in the black forest.
Refreshing like iced coffee on a morning where the sunrise bleeds.
But the stability of our voices was fleeting.
And fear trickles down from the cool air that resides
In the depths of our hollow minds.
Fear. It hangs over us in grey sheets.
So we don’t speak.
As we’re bathed in the sky’s golden outpour,
Only your serene gaze washes over me.

Samina Saifee

Komorebi

Lace of light filtering through silky veins
A gear of chlorophyll spinning, whirring, jaws open
Spears of sun pierce the hot tissue of our earth.
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“Unrepeatable” by Kaley Rosczeski
Ceramics

Claire Wang
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his

World

in my brother’s world,
an old wooden stick from the vacant playground is a ragged sword he
can use to fight
off vicious pirates.
the overgrown grass is a jungle to ravage in search of treasure.
in my brother’s eyes, the fragmented slide is an enemy ship
for him to conquer and pillage.
the teetering ladder only taunts him to climb faster and mash his fear
of heights into a pulp.
the end of the crooked stairs only means a ferocious battle against the
enemy.
victorious, he twirls the captured princess and slides back down
into my arms.
in my brother’s world,
the rusty swings are powerful, sparkling rocket
ships he can use to propel himself into the dim constellations between
his legs.
he vigorously lunges higher and higher as if he can fly away from the
broken playground
i fear he will break his head, but with a shout of glee
he jumps off ten feet off the ground.
i lunge out to catch him before he crushes himself on the pavement.
i ask why he jumped offhe answers, “i am a superhero and you are my sidekick.”
In my brother’s world,
the ragged playground and empty toy box dance alone.
He can’t afford to leave our town.
my heart breaks when I hear him slam on the walls in our ruined
home.
He knows no matter how many pirates he defeats or castles he defends, he will never
fly away from here.
I can only think about how much I would give to make him feel
invincible again.

Anusha Mamidipaka
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Day Changes

A day full of life.

What was once day is now night.
A night full of calm.

“I’m Fine”

Tears streaming down,

“I’m not fine.”
Heart shattering.
“I’m not fine.”
Permanent frown painted on.
“I’m not fine.”
A beautiful mask covers it all.
“I’m fine. Just fine.”

“The Nine Muses” by Josephine Teachout
Painting

Stephanie Kasprzyk
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Red Winters
She is the girl who had a love affair with Death.
She saw him for the first time like he was a meteor crashing
through the sky and burning right in front of her. It was that
evening when she woke from humanity and found herself floating
through waves of stagnation, where hearts do not beat and skin
does not flush, where the winds hold no melody and the stars only
give off smoke, and she thought she was alone.
But she met Death and he growled, “You escaped,” and she saw
the way his fingers twitched and his lips snarled but she did not see
any menace, she saw fear and exhaustion and guilt and she fell in
love.
But Death was leaving and when she looked behind her she saw
strangers approaching with, “Welcome back,” painting their teeth,
and she ran back and she hugged Death, cried into the fabric of his
cloak, “Please take me with you.” Please.
He turned away.
And so she fell into the arms of a new family and soon blood was
like a stain she did not want to clean, and every time she tasted
the iron of mortality she would see him. She would stand above
a corpse like it was an altar, and he would see her bared teeth and
her white knuckles but he never saw any vengeance, he saw regret
and emptiness and insecurity and he fell in love.
And when she felt lost, or small, or gone, Death would push her
hair behind her ears and he would hum, “Oh darling, there is poetry buried in your bones, somewhere.”
And as she burned away, she put her head on Death’s shoulder
and he kissed her hair, and her eyes filled with ashes and she
smiled.

Tara Tang
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A Siren

And I, A woman of clever mind and good spirit,

Have been wrecked.
You sang an angelic lullaby, and
I, foolish and trusting, was entangled by your soft and
bewitching promises.
For a woman such as myself to fall for such a deception,
I, akin to a man.
A man absurd enough to think he could heal a fallen angel.
But you played your tricks and found your fool.
I found myself lured by my own hopeful ideas.
For I saw the hints and clues to the Judas kiss.
But I, thinking only of feeling and passion,
Dove heart-first into the abyss,
And fell.
Pulverized by your unforgiving past.
Oh, but,
The only true insanity persists,
I’d do it again.
I do not know much of love, but this is all I have known.
My love for you stands merely a rose bud.
And I continue waiting; I continue waiting for the last bit of
sunlight to bring me back from the brink of oblivion.
Hope.
The only power I need to keep from wilting, and falling into a
your tragic forgotten.
No, no, no, do not apologize my sweet.
For I have heard of the song of the siren before,
However, it was my own mistakes for listening.

Destiny Agomuoh
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Storms

After long years

calloused soft hearts, you crave
the gentle touch of
healing sunlight,
streaming kaleidoscopic colors through
your vision.
Once
silent seconds
suspend in the midst of whirlwinds you sigh, witnessing
the growth after storms and perhaps
now you’ll notice
just how softly the rain
speaks.

Golden Teardrops

Autumn breathes teardrops

Of gold, swirling from steel skies
Resting beneath soles.

Sophia Zhang
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Solitary

The doors of sanity close

Beyond the old, hollow woods of oak
Where the buzz of the bees
Fades away into the net of honey.
The darkness of the trees breathes into the
Empty veins of hope
That flow through the empty beehives
Where the buzzing has stopped.
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“Mickey” by Tiffany Harris
Photography

Anusha Mamidipaka
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In Her Dreams
She doesn’t really remember now but
She was warmest in the winter
When the sky released the snowflakes that
Cascaded down in shifts and pressed her sandpaper skin until it
Burned from their touch and creased from the moisture.
She filled her lungs with frigid air
That melted all her pain and
Kissed the painted evergreen trees
And inhaled the natured fragrance
Until her eyes blurred and she melted in
The snow and became one with the frigid earth.
She doesn’t really remember now but
She was happiest when the melted snow
Coated her coat and the frost on her scarf
Tickled her nose until it was raw and red.
She was the calmest when she danced
On the ice and did splits until her fingers
Stroked the amaranth Sun that basked in the
Glory of the puddles from where the light
Burned away the ice.
She doesn’t really remember now but
Sometimes when the desert heat cuffs
Her forehead and scrapes her throat and eyes
Until all she can do is sleep,
She flies in the moon’s embrace and
Tumbles in the ivory circles until
She sings the winter melodies and
Cheers along with the roaring wind.

Kiana Sadri
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to a sliding walk, letting the motion of the wind and the
leaves carry her forward.”
― Ray Bradbury, Fahrenheit 451

Passion
Intensity
Awakening

Power
Ignite

Determination
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Damage
You lose yourself lighting a fire, like you are breaking the world apart

just to see if you can put it back together, and the last petal falls off a
flower with a whisper of, “He loves me not,” and sometimes digging
your fingers into the dent in your desk is not enough to save you.
He used to hold you against his chest when you cried and he used to
guide you through the waves when you felt like drowning and he used
to fall asleep to the sound of your piano, but not anymore.
He told you your hair was black like mystery, like a curtain hiding
beauty, and now other people run their hands along your scalp like you
are something holy but not in the right way, not with the holiness that
he kissed your forehead with. You miss him like your heart cannot beat
as hard without his hand around yours, and you do not remember the
exact crook of his nose anymore but you pretend that loss is normal,
bearable.
You cannot remember his eyes and you curse yourself, wonder why.
They were your favorite things to look at, they were the last things you
saw before you lost, before you broke, before you burned in the arms of
another who claimed to love you more than he did. Loss is infinite and
the shade of blue his eyes reflected into yours will never stop spiraling
away from you, into the embrace of oblivion.
(He would have said he loved you the most, and you would have believed him. But not anymore, you are a mess he cannot kiss clean and
you do not deserve him anymore.)
There was blood scrawled across your face like it was war paint and
you could not remember what he meant when he said, “You are an
angel,” and your hands had almost finished sowing seeds of destruction
when you realized that he wouldn’t love you like this.
Not anymore.

Tara Tang
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Royal March

I woke with multiplying fears and passions, escaping the sinister comfort to join the promising steps of the marchers. To join
their voices as they streamlined in perfect formation to bridge
the gap between two worlds. Dust encapsulated the floating figures within my mind and I was drawn into reveries of freedom.
My father laced his shoes with ferocious zeal, and my mother
handed us refreshing smoothies, the ice lulling the sharp tang of
raspberries. We matched the sunrise and we set out to vanquish
horizons.
And we began. As I glanced around, colorful expression frequented the faces that surrounded me. We were all foolish. Unrealistically optimistic for change that we felt was imminent.
And so we leapt into the streets, our hearts in our hands and
we dove dauntlessly toward sunkissed pavement. Our journey
was silent, aside from the scrape of stones under each step. Gazes
bore through the clouds of dust that rose with each movement
forward. Dust coaxed tears out the edges of our eyes, united with
those of hope and anger.
The silence between each body twisted into links, and we were
chained to each other. The sign for the bridge approached and
the cool water drifted calmly under Edmund Pettus and refueled our confidence. And as we conquered yet another curve, we
saw them in the distance. Standing tall and solemn, our expressions mirrored each other. Our arms dangled at our sides, fists
clenched around peace that threatened to escape with each passing step. It was a short distance but jaded time laced itself in
between our footsteps and the quiet slow motion enveloped us in
its surreal waves.
And then a scream ripped through the water. Cutting through
the comfort and credence. Cutting through the murky glass
screens of those that watched. We could see them charging, their

Samina Saifee

footsteps approaching quicker and quicker, the fury kicking up
dust faster and faster, clouding our convictions and tight uncertainty approached us with a tinge of despair. Like we were describing cobalt to a blind person. And the derealization settled in
and careened through our bodies, and the chains melted until the
burning metal branded our skin. And then it stopped.
I was on the ground and streaks of blue and purple decorated my
body and vision. The red of sweet fruits was coughed up on the
concrete, and I was sewed into an open wound. I laid my head
on the pavement, red seeping from under my hair. The world
greeted me sideways. I couldn’t right it.
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“Ignite” by Mary Kannapell
Photography

Samina Saifee
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Fall(out)
I can’t stop (thinking,) the way
(your) teeth glint under the lamplight
like shiny bullets (but)
light refracts
off the things it shouldn’t see
(you)
shouldn’t be able to see
the inside of an ear
the heat rising from an avalanche
the tundra within every volcano
but (my) bones are
(your bones)
breaking under the moonlight
they break for your father and your mother too
they break for the stars and the sun,
they break for our brothers and sisters.

“Hidden” by Mary Kannapell
Mixed Media

Claire Wang
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Walls of Jericho

You built walls

She tore them down
Like the walls of Jericho
Falling, falling, falling
Some say she’s disturbed
You say she’s a genius
Some say she’s mad
You say she’s your world
You were scared
So was she
Together you hid
Alone in the storm
You collapse
Under the pressure of the current
That carries her away from you

“Barcelona City” by Christopher Sobeck
Photography

Bella Rosenberg
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Breakdown

You cannot allow the explosion, the implosion

Unforgiving as all consequences are kin with destruction
Of self or surrounding, that would depend
On your confidence.
Do you know an end like this?
In a prideful skin to mask
The envy you hold within,
Festering like the infected,
Swollen into bulbous flesh that
Threatens to spew from the mouth.
An unkindness on an electric wire
Will listen to your silent words, to your screaming
Breath that swears caution into mist
Waiting for the misstep, the humiliation
That feeds on the heat of your anger.
So lock it inside you tightly,
Chain it, stone it six feet under with granite
On its grave.
But never look away as the undead grudge
Blooms around weary eyes and hearts.

Maggie Chen
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There
You used to be there

Be there, no matter what
For me, you were always there
That is the reason I thought I loved you
It wasn’t the late night phone calls
It wasn’t even your goofy but cute smile
You let me cry, knowing I wouldn’t dare if it were someone else
You kept me laughing, making this hectic life that much easier
You always let me win
You didn’t always have words to comfort me, because I was the
wordsmith of us two
But you were always willing to let me unload, release, fire/aim/shoot
You let me just let go
You were there
There to take all the mess I dished out, and give your own from time
to time
You took my sass and sarcastic tones like no one else could
There to relieve me of all the pains weighing me down, and allowing
me to massage yours away
All so your angel could fly, with you soaring right next to me
That is why I felt I loved you
But then all of a sudden things just changed
You switched up
You shut me out
Allowing NO reciprocation of being the outlet as you were to me
You stopped, no more true communication from you
Whatever you used to do, when you were ...there
It all just vanished
I fought for you
Fought for us
I wanted to be there
There for you
----It’s obvious you’re no longer there
Thing is now I’m here and there’s no room for you

Anaya Johnson
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Ichor
One day we will wake,

Our fingers trembling with divinity,
Our stomachs fluttering on silver wings,
A clean outline of what we used to be
Seared into mere pillowcases.
We are the devils with elastic lungs
And blazing ribcages,
We are the angels with bulletproof shoulder blades,
Sharp diamond haloes tucked under our skin,
We are power, we are vitality, we are
Life.
Skin once so soft, bones once so
Fragile, cardboard nymphs
Bolstered with hellfire.
With hearts that know no beat
And lungs that know no air,
We are eternal.
This is the obsidian that gives us infinitude,
This is the gold that makes us holy,
This is the blood
Of the gods.

“Golden Treasures” by Anjul Bhangu
Photography
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The Struggle for Survival
“Everyone out! Do not take your luggage with you!”
The men dressed in red and black uniforms yell at us as they grab
us by our wrists. I am not allowed to resist. I am to do whatever
they command or I will get shot.
“Whatever happens, we must remain human, so that we do not die
like cattle.”
My father encourages me to survive even though it is almost impossible. But nothing is impossible and I will never give up my
battle to live.
“Attention! Attention! All men will be sent to a new ghetto.”
Tears overwhelm my eyes. This is the last time I may ever see my
father. But alas he is gone. I fight back the tears because I can’t cry.
Crying would attract attention.
“Leave everything where it is! Hurry up!”
Another man yells as we are pushed into a crowd. We are to be
sorted into two groups. The older women, children, and physically
incapable people go to the left and the others are sent to the right.
“Don’t say if you are sick. We are all healthy,” women remind us
with fear in their voices. If we are not healthy we would be sent to
the left where death is almost immediate.
“Do not look me in the eye. Pretend we are not related,” my mother tells me as she continues to stare at the ground. They are taking
mothers away from their children. Nobody understands how they
could do such a terrible thing.
“Do not say that you are young. Tell them that you are eighteen,”
my mother frantically reminds me and manages to not get noticed
by the men with long guns. I look up and see a large building creating smoke that is continuously polluting the air.
“My uncles and aunts could be coming out of that chimney right
now.”
Numerous thoughts pass through my mind. But if I allow myself
to feel the pain, I will never keep hope to leave Auschwitz.

Anna Sun

“Look at those nine boys being forced to work with long shovels. They must be digging their own graves.”
People whisper about the surroundings. We will most likely be
living here for a long time. I look around and see the horrors I
have heard about in letters come true. The pain, suffering, and
starvation. Nothing lines up with what the officer had told us
earlier.
“Heading to this new land, you will be able to avoid discrimination. You will be able to start a new life. Everything will be
taken care of and nothing will go wrong.”
Countless lies had been told to my family and thousands of
other families, tricking us so that they could lead us to these
camps. As I approach the front of the line, I take one look back
and see the rail cars lined up.
“All numbers up to 50 board now; everyone else remain in your
place.”
Just days ago, we were directed onto these cars. Over 100 people
were packed into each one. There was one bucket for everybody to use as a toilet, but that almost didn’t matter because we
weren’t allowed food or water. Many did not even survive the
journey.
I refocus my attention as the girl in front of me is sent to the left
for being too young.
“What is your name?”
“Helga. Helga Schall.”
“How old are you?”
“Eighteen years old.”

Anna Sun
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Straight for the Castle

The poetry in which she falls into your arms is not beautiful.

It is not artistic, or delicate, or inexplicably lovely. It is not the
song your mother used to sing or the coffee your father used
to brew, it is not snowflakes on Christmas or reading mystery
novels under the covers.
She crashes into you like a disaster, like your bones are meant
to be broken, like your skin is a cloak of paper and her touch is a
bullet. She holds you in her arms like she is ready to crush you,
and you hate it but you love her you hate her but you love it,
she is terrible and you cannot live without her.
“Don’t,” is the first thing you say to her when you walk into the
room the two of you share, drunk on guilt and stumbling over
the syllables of I’m sorry. She puts her book down on the bed
and walks over, blinks at the way you try to look at her eyes but
can’t, you can’t, so you push past her and she tries to steady you
when you trip over your own feet. You rip her hand from your
shoulder and it’s like ripping needles out of your veins.
“Don’t,” you say, stiffly this time, but she doesn’t flinch like you
think she will, just stares at you with old, old eyes. You glare at
her and she exhales helplessly, throwing her hands up in halfhearted frustration, and you almost laugh because out of the
two of you, she is the one giving up. You want to jab her finger
into your chest, say I am the one who is allowed to give up, say
you did this and I’m the one you dragged over the edge.
“What do you want me to say?”
(You almost reach for her hand.)
“Nothing. Please. We’re ruining each other and I’m too tired
and angry so just. Don’t.” You turn away and limp to your
desk, biting your lip so hard it bleeds through old scars.

Tara Tang

You hate that you love the way your lungs ache to be bruised
when she wraps her arms around you and whispers your name.
She asks how to fix it, how do I fix us, and you kiss her with you
can’t escaping around your lips and hate seeping into her skin.
She is your worst fear and she is so, so alive, and everything
feels so wrong that it feels right.
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“Two Times One” by Helena Li
Pencil Drawing
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Midnight in My Lai

My nana carries the wings of all the world’s
broken children between her shoulders,
as one of the only remaining
who has tasted the wind that whipped
their pale backs
and the lead bleeding
over their dreams,
the stuff that twisted their teeth
and stained their bedsheets blacker than
the night,
she was there.
When she closes her eyes,
she sees
her daughter’s feet on fire,
naked hips jutting out
from between the flames
like two terrified flags of surrender.

“A Hint of Hurt” by Zachary Gudziak
Jewelry

Claire Wang
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Men Who Fight

He’d spent all night tossing and turning, trying to convince
himself he was brave enough. The rest of his regiment was huddled S
around the campfire, telling stories of their families and the girls they P
had left behind. He wished he were brave enough to join them. But
when his eyes fell on his rifle, lying unloaded and barren across the E
tent, he knew that if he went out there they would all discover his
C
secret. So when they’d invited him to join them, so open, so kind,
T
the warmth of fraternity in their shining, carefree eyes, he’d politely
declined, saying he was tired, and the group had left him. He’d felt R
their absence physically in the empty frigidness of the air, the imU
penetrable solidarity of the night. The silence was too loud, filled
M
now only with the sound of his own breathing and the brutal honesty of his thoughts. Alone, he could not lie. Not to himself.
Now as the crisp smell of dewy morning air seeped into his
2
tent, the soldier lit the candle at his side and rolled over in his cot,
0
staring up at the canvas ceiling of his tent. The remaining wisps of
smoke from a dying campfire lingered in the air. It seemed surreal to 1
him that this might be his last dawn.
6
“Soldiers! Up and at ‘em! Up and at ‘em, men!” The commander’s harsh baritone voice sliced through the still, lazy morning
and straight into the soldier’s thoughts, reawakening the familiar
weight of fear inside him. He could see from the flap in his tent that
the world outside was still dark. A small, mysterious thrill surged
through him at the thought that while the rest of the world slept,
he was rising to defend it from unseen enemies. Then he laughed at
himself – he was still a child, it seemed – and ducked outside, where
he saw other shadowy figures emerging from the gloom to face the
savage call of war.
It seemed to him that they marched for hours, or maybe it
was only because every step felt like an eternity, heavy and loud, so
that soon his throbbing soles matched the pounding of his heart.
The regiment was silent. Reality had dawned on them all, thrust
in their faces like a cloud of shrapnel from a nearby blast. They
realized, suddenly, that after today only some would be allowed to
live, and that others would exist only in memory, left as stories to

Jiwon Yun
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be told around campfires by other young boys. There was no longer anywhere to hide. Twenty-six soldiers, not one of them a day
over twenty-one, marched through the forest, hands gripping rifles,
locked and loaded. They were ready to kill. They were ready to die.
Tension clung to taut lips and shone in hard, calculating eyes. The
regiment knew the time for innocent stories of monsters under the
bed was over. It was time to face those monsters. It was time to be
men.
The commander held up a hand. The soldier flinched – an
instinctive reaction – then came to an abrupt halt in step with the
rest of his regiment.
“This is it, boys.” It was barely a whisper. Maybe even the
commander – the large, imposing, unreachable figure who barked
orders in a voice-with-no-fear – maybe even he could feel the shift
in the air and hear the thundering of their hearts. The soldier barely
had time to ready his rifle and look around at the young, panicked
faces around him when the forest lit up like fireworks, sparking with
brilliant reds and yellows. He felt himself flying through the air, his
body flung and twisted like a rag doll. He didn’t know how high he
was, nor could he see past the radiant blaze illuminating the tops of
the skeletal trees, which reached like hands to grab him. Perhaps to
cushion his fall, perhaps to crush him in their fists. It didn’t matter.
The ground hit his back to awaken him, shattering some ribs as it
did. It was time to be men.
The commander held up a hand. The soldier flinched – an
instinctive reaction – then came to an abrupt halt in step with the
rest of his regiment.
“This is it, boys.” It was barely a whisper. Maybe even the
commander – the large, imposing, unreachable figure who barked
orders in a voice-with-no-fear – maybe even he could feel the shift
in the air and hear the thundering of their hearts. The soldier barely
had time to ready his rifle and look around at the young, panicked
faces around him when the forest lit up like fireworks, sparking
with brilliant reds and yellows. He felt himself flying through the
air, his body flung and twisted like a rag doll. He didn’t know how
high he was, nor could he see past the radiant blaze illuminating the
tops of the skeletal trees, which reached like hands to grab him.

Jiwon Yun
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Perhaps to cushion his fall, perhaps to crush him in their fists. It
___
didn’t matter. The ground hit his back to awaken him, shattering
some ribs as it did. The soldier lay, stunned, until things snapped
back into focus and sped up. He barely had time to register the
S
throbbing in his chest and the burning ache above his left jaw before
P
his ears were filled with the screams of young boys as they fell and
the ripping crackles of gunfire from the survivors who battled Death, E
the champion, in a brutal game of hide and seek.
C
Fear should be familiar to him by now. He was so afraid;
T
afraid enough to cry like a small child until his mouth was a mess
R
of metallic blood mingling with salty tears and sweat. He remembered the last time he had been this afraid. He had been eleven years U
old, huddled in the corner of his room as his father slammed his
M
way around the kitchen in blind pursuit of the thing he loved most,
drink. With a jolt the soldier realized that the cannons exploding in
the distance sounded like the thundering footsteps of his father, the
2
sickening sounds of dragging bodies like the heavy slide of a belt
0
against the stairs. The soldier could hear the same raspy breathing
1
of his father’s drunken delirium from the injured men around him,
who called amidst moans for home and a distant refuge among the
6
stars. The soldier could hear the same raspy breathing of his father’s
drunken delirium from the injured men around him, who called
amidst moans for home and a distant refuge among the stars. He
choked on the smoke like he used to choke on the stench of his father’s breath, poisoned by years of the acid he could not live without.
The fiery air burned the soldier’s face like the lighted end of a cigarette, glowing orange in the darkness as it punched searing holes into
his skin. Another explosion, and the door was flying open, the shadow of a monster silhouetted against the hazy light, made blurry by
his tears. The soldier gave a strangled cry, lost in the broken mind of
a child who had spent his whole life being afraid of the man who was
supposed to protect him. He was used to feeling defeated. His heart
knew fear, but it also knew the tough, calloused armor of scars from
wounds that had healed and reopened, again and again.
“Anyone?” The voice that came through the darkness was
hoarse, weakened by lack of water and lack of hope. The soldier
turned his head toward the sound, trying to ignore the flash of pain
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on his cheek. He brushed the wound tentatively with a few shaking
fingers. It was deep, and it hurt to touch. But it was a numb kind of
pain. He didn’t scream. The forest around him was much too loud.
“Please.” The soldier’s eyes fell on the figure crawling toward him, about a foot away now, and recognized it as the boy with
the crooked nose, the one who used to get beaten up in school and
enrolled in the war to learn how to fight back. They had often shared
stories and jokes, and the soldier had come to like the young boy
who tried to hide the haggard torment in his eyes behind the light
of a smile. He was only fifteen. The soldier had come to think of
them as friends, and the sight of the boy here, in this moment, was
enough to bring fresh tears to his puffy, burning eyes. He noticed a
deep gash on the boy’s forehead, which oozed thick, hot blood down
his face. The soldier looked at the youth who was sprawled wounded
and defeated beside him.
“Sir,” the boy said again. The soldier swallowed hard. He
admired this child’s vicious, futile will to live and suddenly felt
ashamed of his own desire to die.
“Yes, soldier,” he breathed, and watched as the young face
before him flooded with relief. The soldier saw himself in the boy,
somehow. He fiercely wanted to protect him, protect that part of
himself he’d thought was gone.
“Sir, most of us have fallen.”
The soldier looked at the boy, at the wide, trusting eyes and the
child-like weight that still clung to his cheeks.
“It’s up to us now, sir.”
The soldier smiled. He felt just as afraid as he had moments before, but as he stumbled to his feet and helped the boy bandage his
wound, ignoring the discomfort of his own injuries, as he picked
up his rifle and cocked it into place, as the boy instinctively reached
for his hand and squeezed once, for reassurance, he’d also never felt
braver. For the first time, he felt the need to protect, to fight back.
As the soldier marched into the heart of the burning forest, he left
the broken child within him behind, curled up on the ground to be
swallowed by the flames, and felt a sense of relief, as if after years of
drowning, he had finally taken his first breath.

Jiwon Yun
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Autumn

Bloody leaves plummeting
From crimson trees
Blanket sun-kissed foliage
In muddy puddles

Stained boots splatter
The shadows of grimy clouds
On the sidewalk home
A dash of yellow peeks
Through iron clouds
Onto the golden heads
Of dead trees
Raindrops splatter the bitter, grey road
With the broken promise of summer
forget who I was, where I came from. I forgot how she laughed. I
forgot
the scent of orange soap on her neck. Forgot the yellowing mattress
and
the quivering light..

“Orange Wave” by Hannah Hansen
Photography
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Cupid’s Arrow

Since the dawn of time, Cupid’s Arrow has struck,

Aimlessly shooting, and hitting out of luck.
Two lovers now deeply in love,
Have Cupid to thank, who is flying above.
Their hearts soar together in the sky
While Cupid flies smirking nearby.
He’s an amazing fellow, Cupid,
Always filling the air with so much love it becomes polluted.
He has an amazing gift,
Just raises his arrow and shoots, his motions swift.
But he never warned us about the pain of pulling the arrow out.
Cupid’s arrow has struck lovers for years and years now. Love is
a complicated topic. It feels so good to the point where it hurts,
but then that pain is what eventually destroys it. Cupid’s arrow
only stings when it strikes you; but it nearly kills you when it’s
time to pull it out. The blood that gushes out of your heart is
filled with what remains of your love. It pours out the wound
sliding down your body carrying the memories along with it.
You wake up after blacking out from seeing all the pain you’ve
had sprawled over the ground, and see that the wound is better.
Not gone, but better. As time goes on the wound never leaves
you. Occasionally you find some splinters leftover. The love is
so strong that it leaves a mark on you, and every time you press
on it, it’s as if you’re surged back in time to what you thought
was the happiest time in your life. You are reminded once again
how torturous it was to love. You realize that you weren’t Cupid’s lucky next target. You were his next victim.

Zahra Qazi

The Seasons They Left

I know he doesn’t deserve me
But I don’t say anything
Because I want him to stay
The cold wind in October
Was sharp and cold
Like your words
That you said as you left
By December I was still waiting, saying, “I’m still here”
But when you came back in January
I was already gone
He always said, “I’ll be back”
But finally,
I left before he could

“Two Sides” by Natalie Trerice
Mixed Media
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Shattered Skeletons
There is a sweetness in
How the hail cracked your windshield
Like fireworks over a warzone.
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“Lost Time” by Maria Tucker
Pencil Drawing
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Portrait

ou painted a picture on my face with your fists,
S Y
big black circles around my eyes and delicate
P crimson marks across my lips.
E I remember the pain, like fire.
devoured me, snaking its way up my arms to swell
C Itacross
my shoulders, snagging through my hair and pressing
T heavily against my chest, leaving me gasping for air
R that wouldn’t come.
felt it unbutton my spine and snap each of my bones,
U Icradling
my body almost gently before crushing it in an iron
M fist.
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Your hands around my neck left purple fingerprints
scattered like blue-black petals across my skin.
I remember the taste of blood and tears,
like aluminum foil and a salty ocean breeze.
I still can’t get the taste out of my mouth.
The smell of liquor brings back flashes of memories
that rip me to shreds with their razor edges, with the feeling
of not understanding, not feeling good enough, wanting to love
and be loved, and finding only you.
I want to push out of my skin and leave the scarred,
aching shell behind.
But your power isn’t just over my body,
it’s over my thoughts and my dreams and my entire world,
polluted by the stench of you, by the lust I mistook for love
thinking you could give me what I needed.
Now my body bears the scars, and my mind is slashed with
memories
and no matter how hard I look,
the face in the mirror isn’t beautiful.
It’s broken.

Jiwon Yun
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Empty Prayers
Charlie was all corkscrew, chaotic blonde hair, probing, blue

eyes, and sun-kissed skin that soaked in the musk of workout rooms
and metal dumbbells. Their shrieks surrounded him like a colony of
bats that pierced his eardrums and overwhelmed him until his mind
pounded to the rhythm of their chants at the school football games.
They bit their puckered lips until they shone like scarlet buds and
held onto his arms with their elongated fingers until he flashed them
a timid smile that melted their hearts and wiped out their brains with
intoxicated infatuation.
Charlie was all fierce, barbaric hugs and guffaws that linked
his teammates together as they charged down the football fields and
held the state championship trophies like the wooden mementos were
always theirs to begin with. He owned the position of quarterback
and sprawled in the macho, fatiguing games like he had finally found
a home.
Charlie was all big heart and pure soul and in his senior
year he was convinced that his “friends” shared his authenticity and
loved him right back. The memory’s still blurry but he knows that
he should have put a password on his phone or deleted the picture of
Sam because now Charlie lies on a hospital bed and the doctors say
that one of his ribs is broken and his mother asks him why, as if he
deserved the punches for finding an unadulterated love.
At first he wants to deny that his black eyes are connected to
his teammates’ bruised knuckles and that the shrieking banshees now
avoid his eyes when they run by him in the hallways as if the very
eyes they once worshiped will now anathematize them with a single
glance.
Now the school whispers with gleeful gossip and label his
athleticism as a sham because Charlie should be shy, un-athletic, and
feminine, not a buff sportsman who led their teams to glory.
Now Charlie is all sandpaper skin and no soul and his pillows
are stained with salty tears and empty prayers that he will wake up
one day and be “fixed” or at least deaf so that he’ll never have to hear
their taunts again.

Kiana Sadri
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Her (Palace)tine

Every night, I relive her death. Every night the darkness suffo-

cates me. The distant echoes of her screams trap me like snaking
coils. I hold the burden of my ignorance, from when I brushed
off her loud Sarah! for nothing more than distress over a lost
book. I held her lifeless body. I felt the agony as her eyes glazed
over. As her once stirring expression stilled. Half a world away,
the sheets soothe my skin that burns with the fierce heat of summer, but the frenzies of my mind forever cling to me.
Missiles, dust, and screams cavorted about in the crumbling sky,
but in that moment, it was just the two of us. As if the world
pitied us for a split second, building stone walls and mortars to
envelope us in safety and comfort so we could grieve each other.
I clutched Jenin’s hair, the smell of blood quickly washing over
rose petals. My only wish was to rip out her mortal soul and collide into her to jolt the weakness out. To somehow give her the
vivacity that slowly left her with each passing minute.
It seemed as if every story of our land was heartache. Jenin hated
that. She hated how they only talked of war. How it enveloped
the serenity. How it ripped across sand and stone unsparingly.
She reminded me of how we used to run with the silvery trails,
chasing them across the night sky. How we chased circles around
our fathers’ legs as we stood underneath the refreshing shade of
olive trees. She always reminded me of the irreplaceable mornings, where the sun would greet us at the hilltops, making its
way through the crevices in the walls to lift the curtains over our
eyes. To illuminate the edges of our sight. We spent hours sitting
on the roofs of our houses, awaiting the sunset. Sometimes, if we
pleaded, our parents would let us set off fireworks. We watched
them as they shot up into the air, painting vivid colors across the
night’s black canvas. When it was over, we watched the traces of
smoke; their imprint on the sky.

Samina Saifee

Blood streaked Jenin’s cheeks like war paint. The whites of
her eyes had emptied their sea of tears, no longer piercing my
heart but staring blankly through the walls we had surrounded
ourselves with. And then she passed. The powerful fortress that
surrounded us was knocked down with the flick of a finger,
summoning a barrage of missiles, dust, and screams. I held my
breath.
Oceans away, I stare up into the sky above, with the same moon
and stars we dreamt under years ago, grieving for our broken
kingdom. As a shooting star splits the sky in two, I’m gripped
by memories of our childhood, caught trying to balance myself
in the silver gash that penetrates the darkness, praying for castle
walls and protection.
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“Book Burning” by Anjul Bhangu
Mixed Media

Samina Saifee
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exists beyond all beginnings and ends.”
― Emmi Itaranta, Memory of Water

Duality

Reflection
Fluidity

Transformation

Rebirth

Cleansing

Harmony
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Kash(mira)
He used to capture still life in glistening window frost. He
gathered watercolors from ice pools, dipping his paintbrush into the
heartbeat of the sea. He carved life into canvases, taking inspiration
from chilling whispers and frostbitten smiles. His daughter tugged at
his shirt as he sat down to paint, and she hugged him when his cold
hands traded artwork for a few precious coins. On those rare days, they
would clutch each other, chasing their shadows across snow that shined
like diamonds, and they would return to a small cottage, with cabinets
whose fallen bits they’d use for kindling, and a single lampshade that
would illuminate the words on Mira’s storybooks, giving her imagination when reality was far too exhausting. The characters in the stories
gave her hope when her mother’s breaths slowed seconds away from a
stop. Every night, Mira would hold herself close to her amma, ensuring
the presence of a heartbeat before drifting off into reveries of fairytale
lands with backdrops of the endless oceans that her father painted.
But one day, her amma’s heart didn’t beat. And on that same day, her
father didn’t just trade his piece for a few coins, but a basket of them.
He whisked Mira off into his room to show her his luck, and then, as
Aafia’s body was lowered into the ground, they held each other. Tightly. And weeks passed as they prayed for Aafia’s soul to rise, and soon,
he and his daughter were boarding a plane to a new future. He gripped
Mira’s hand as they flew across fields and city lights, leaving snowkissed mountains behind in the periphery of a window seat view.
As she adjusted to an unfamiliar land, Mira began to grow. She
stepped outside her realm of storybooks, escaping evil queens to yearn
for something in the real world. She embedded her bedroom floor with
roots that entwined around hope and impressionability. She stowed
away her dolls and childhood memories under desks piled with papers.
She stood behind her abba, watching him stow away his brushes, his
canvases, portions of his heart into the attic. The next morning, he
kissed her on the cheek before walking down a road flooded with street
light beams. He couldn’t support her with his art, so he took the money
he had saved up and opened a small shop. He unlocked a glass door
and stocked shelves with golden and silver watches, and he spent most
nights engrossed in building his business. In building a future. Every
once in a while, he would stop to admire

Samina Saifee
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the artistry on the wrist strap or within the glass, aching for time to
be able to tick back to when he could passionately paint to his heart’s
content. But at least now he returned home every night with the ability to make more than just empty promises. When his daughter spoke
in dream-like tones about attending University, he could look her in
the eyes, and tell her that it could be a reality. When she asked him
for an emerald dress to attend the prom with a boy who she thought
was the love of her life, he could buy it for her. When she asked for
books, not the fairy tales but the ones that informed her of reality, he
could surprise her on her birthday and relish her smile.
Three years later, he came home one night to find his daughter awaiting him. She had put down her school books, and was
holding a leather satchel, singing him happy birthday in a sparrowlike voice that drifted around the room, but her eyes shined with the
wildfire of a phoenix. She handed him the satchel, and he pulled out a
canvas and some brushes, clutching them tightly in his grasp. Memories of a forgotten love crashed into him, and Mira hugged him with
an embrace that whispered thank you.

“Drifting” by Taema Brinjikji
Oil on Canvas

Samina Saifee
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Wiped

She can’t drive with a magazine on the dashboard

So
I took it off and warmed my frosted hands;
the sun had already baked it to crisped ridges.
I let her cheek rub against the model;
how lucky she was to tattoo on a layer of beauty.
I let her whiff the sun-kissed pages;
how dare she slap the words on the pages out of her face.
She says the glossy pages felt like callouses
She told me she had no mother
She said she was immune to the cold
She blamed me as the woman whose face had disappeared;
disappeared from the dashboard.

“Upward” by Josephine Teachout
Painting

Angela Lee
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The Process of Discovery

Writers offer up symbolic images,

Following tradition of literary lineage.
Unspoken law punished thinker to think,
Find the Fountain of Knowledge, take a drink.
So they ponder the ideas on the table,
However the topics surfaced, through essay or able.
Is there a difference between a scholar and a sailor,
When both discover and seek to avoid failure?
Knowledge is the golden ship anchored out at sea
Left by the writer for others to discover fatefully.
Either let a shipwrecked meaning wash up ashore
Or swim out against the current to find it,
An abstraction extending past the physical planet.
Create an explanation, safe and intact,
That on oneself has the greatest impact.
And the mind from a difficult sentence do acquit.
And their findings to the rest of the thinkers transmit.
Meaning is a self-constructed construct.
One mindfully to his own mind does instruct.

“Constellation” by Hannah Hansen
Jewelry

Omer Siddiqui

Unfinished Summer // Unfinished Letter

Dear Laura,
I remember your hands, wet and cool as you pressed briny seashells to your cheeks that summer we spent at the ocean. The
pebbly sand, cool and sparkling, curling like ribs between our
toes. Remember the names we embossed onto its coarse skin?
All the names of the children you wanted to have someday?
Lenny and Meredith the twins. Little Kenneth and baby Ania.
Martha the pup. Your index finger moved like a pale serpent,
curving and arching to complete the circuit of each letter. I
could feel your heartbeat through my palm, a thin whisper
against the winding vertebrae of your back. I leaned closer and
tried to understand what it was saying. Were you speaking to
me, Laura? Was I there, was I listening?
I remember your eyes that night, milky as the sea foam, not
looking at me, not looking into the water. Glistening silently
under the shattering wind. You said to me, “What color are
the clouds tonight?” I told you they were black. But really they
blazed with a violent kind of crimson, something furious and
boiling in the sky. I was frightened, don’t you see? The entire
beach raged, and suddenly everything and aware and breathing.
You were there and folding seashells into my palms and singing
a song I couldn’t understand.
After that you didn’t stay.
I can’t pretend to know the feeling of staring down into the cold
eye of the earth, but you once told me in a dream it was like
crashing through the throat of some hulking beast, waiting to
join the others who fell victim to the void in its gut. Only you
didn’t use the word victim. And you didn’t crash. No. You told
me you were going to see a friend. That you would be back by
ten. Just a walk on the beach, then across the street with the
little candle shops glowing like fireflies across its tongue.

Claire Wang
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I waited and waited for you, Laura. I pressed seashells to my
cheeks and my ears and listened for your name in their little
slippery bodies. I slipped feathery notes under my teeth and
buried my breath under the sand for you to find. I watched the
tide rise up out of its bed to kiss the shore a thousand times,
each one dedicated to the girl who left and never looked back.
But today I find myself someplace different. The sky is soaked
in a blanket of steel and everything smells like lightning, everything is hard and still and not crying. Broken cigarettes and
lumps of glass loll at my ankles; the clouds are dusty with soot.
An old man wanders barefoot, a trash bag dragging under his
arm, searching for plastic bottles and root beer caps. The tide
comes quietly to greet the tired shore, a torn down set from a
long-lost play with an audience of one. And now I’m sitting
here, not screaming, not moving, not even daring to whisper.

“Beyond the Horizon” by Josephine Teachout
Painting

Claire Wang

Champagne of Tomorrow

Forever in the embracing arms of protective love.

Their endearing eyes gazed at you since your first everything.
They’ll never realize the day you’re ready, but you can hardly
wait.
The excitement to face the next chapter, eager to flip the pages.
Pure lips that never tasted the known bittersweet champagne.
One day the epiphany will come.
You’ll never realize the day you start to reminisce.
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“Aquarium Girl” by Christopher Sobeck
Photography

Carol Zhang
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Fragmented Melody

You listened to the stars

murmuring their secrets in the darkness
for only you to understand,
punctured
by the blackbird’s chorus as
a golden dawn
ruptured the skies.
Whistling winds breathe life
into hollowed cracks of earth and sweep
despair from the crevices
of your heart.
A crescendo of tinkling
laughter echoes from
light souls,
resonating
in your memory, as your fingers
stumble over ivory keys, hoping
the fragments of a tremulous melody pierce
the unsettling silence
in your head.

“Nature’s Chorus” by Angela Lee
Colored Pencil

Sophia Zhang

Steeped in Rust and Silhouettes
She drinks from girls’ hearts like they actually matter, like she’s handing
out hollowness in bulk to people who don’t know any better, like she’s
leaking gasoline and she wants them to drown. She can’t remember
what her pulse feels like and when someone says her name, it’s scary
that she doesn’t realize it’s hers. And so she turns away and she runs,
and she hasn’t stopped running for a long, long time.
At sweet sixteen she was sliced open, and when they lowered her into
the ground, her eyes filled with ashes and she burned. Somehow she
grew into a monster of blood and stone, and she wants to die but she
already has.
(She cannot ever break but god, how she wishes to.)
Sometimes, on bad nights, she books a hotel room just to look out the
window. Those are the nights when the stars aren’t shining bright
enough for her to forget why she gives herself bruises when no one is
there to kiss the pain away, and even if she lit her curtains on fire goosebumps would still decorate her scars.
Her nightmares never stop repeating and she wakes up in a different bed
every night but the pillow swallows her screams all the same, and she
wishes she could say that her heart is pounding so hard it might break
her ribcage, but instead she tries to feel the blood rushing in her ears and
only emptiness echoes back. Her bones are untouched and they’ve been
that way for too many years.
A few decades from now, she’ll meet someone who means everything,
someone who remembers her coffee order and steals the blankets, knowing she won’t mind. She’ll smile every day like she used to, and she’ll
laugh like her chest has never been heavy, and she’ll remember the
feeling of sunken veins and fresh scars and she’ll thank every god in the
world that it somehow brought her to this moment.
But for now, she twists her wrist and prays for it to break, and her skin is
cold but she survives anyway.

Tara Tang
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Scream

The river flows in one direction
Sweeping the souls of everyone with it
Until the earth screams in loneliness.

Birds scream cries of sadness,
A hurricane of sound crashing
Understanding their pain, you go deaf.
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“Broken Dreams” by Sreesha Sivakumar
Pencil Drawing

Zahra Qazi
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Full Circle

The young child began his journey alone,
His destination of travel unknown.

The environment taught the mechanics,
But to find purpose was a task titanic,
Beyond what could be detailed in a map.
And soon he was stuck in the tempting trap
Of flowing with the almighty dominion
Of the stream of established opinion,
Neglecting to use his own endowment,
Neglecting to use his mind even for a moment.
Decades flew by fast at a rate unstoppable,
But material society remained an obstinate obstacle,
No need to ponder a deeper meaning
With mentally easy moments, yet fleeting.
Life is a meandering wooded trail
Which to completely understand, all do fail.
Little light shines through the canopy
But even if dark, there is no excuse for apathy.
To investigate one’s own nature
Is a duty even if foretold is failure.
To truly find oneself amidst confusion
Necessitates original thought in seclusion.

Omer Siddiqui
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Escape
The waves of translucent foam descend upon the edge of our
rickety rowboat while we slowly pivoted the ragged ship back towards
the crimson setting sun. We needed to return home by sundown, or
else we would be lost forever at sea. I can’t fish for the prized silver
trout in the darkness.
The placid indigo sky filled me with the same sense of foreboding as my empty basket. I sigh, “Better luck tomorrow,” and my
partner reels in his rod, but before I could sail away from the still
waves, the birds turned silent. With forty-seven years of experience
living in the predictable waters, I knew what would happen when my
heart skips a beat.
The crescent waves waned into slim reflections of moonlight,
and I knew the calm of the night could only mean the beginning of a
nightmare. A fountain of mist enveloped our boat and shrouded me
with the suspense of death I had only experienced once before in my
life. A head larger than my impoverished hut surged from the murky
depths until it was eyelevel with my terror stricken face. With a swish
of his head, swords as large as my body gleamed in the mouth of the
whale. I could only gawk at the whale of legend.
It gasped for air, but I could only hear the lash of the silver
tail. “Don’t make any sudden movements,” I whispered quiet enough
for Prefew to hear the calm of my voice. “The faster you move, the
more likely it will be that your wife becomes a widow.” Fear gripped
the young man, and before I could clamp him to the ground, he let
out the shriek like that of a dog dying in the streets of New York. The
Monster’s bloodshot eyes reflected the fear jerking out of my friend’s
body. Both submerged before I could watch the waves return the
their normal splish splosh splish splosh…
… Splish splosh splish splosh, my muddy rain boots hit the
sidewalk on the way to the bus stop to take me to work. “Whiplash,
what’s wrong with your hand?” my assistant, who rides to work with
me, gasped. “Have you been taking your medicine?”

Anusha Mamidipaka

I scowled but lied, “Yeah, I took the schizophrenia medicine
this morning.” A gash the size a broken necklace oozed crimson blood
onto my shirtsleeve. “Gosh darn it. Why does this happen every time
I pick up that whale keychain?” I exasperated. Every time my cut
bleeds, I can only remember my life before I joined the office job.
Last summer I lived in solitary. My mother lived with me in
the home next to the old dog park, but without her husband, the she
simply rocked back and forth in her old chair. The windows obstructed light through the façade of dense, unforgiving clouds of winter.
Turning her bright blond hair a dull slate grey, a cloud surrounds and
cages us in our home, without any opportunity to escape our psychological beasts.
Slowly, the cage accumulated darkness, anger, dissent. Hopelessness. My mother rocked and rocked and rocked but never swayed
enough to wake her up from her constant nightmare. Steadily, the
walls broke down around me, and the illusion of clouds evaporated
but I was never able to escape the illusions I used to cope with my
depression.

“Eyes On the Back” by Jane Kim
Mixed Media

Anusha Mamidipaka
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Insomnia

Insomnia

clammy, hair-ruffling thoughts
an energy screams
tension ticks through the backdrop of fantasies
maybe we can stop time
restless!
pauses
Wake.
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“Stone Cold Sleep” by Angela Lee
Charcoal

Spotlight
Mystery shrouds
creatures
(mystery)
who dance behind spotlight edges;
No light licks into spots in appearance
- vul - ner - able No coccoon hardens.

Lydia Wang

Stained-Glass Theatre

She was an oasis lounging on the desert sand,

Beautiful and teeming with life, but forever unattainable.
They said she held the grace of the world in the palm of her
hands
And they whistled their approval when they caught her reflection
And fell on their knees when they faced her sloping back.
They said she was immortal and
Had found the fountain of youth
Never ceasing to churn its lucid liquid and
She had blooming rose-bud lips
Painted by the steady hands of the Creator Himself and
She had a secure heart
Beating to the tempo of a mother’s singsong lullaby and
They said she was happy
Because she never begged for their lingering attention.
They said she would never let go,
But her soul was pallid porcelain
And the broken shards cover the ground
Shattering the light and propelling its spectral colors
Toward the echoes of her former admirers.

“Dream Dust” by Hannah Hansen
Photography

Kiana Sadri
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My Frustration

My frustration smells like saltwater,
like a myriad of tea tree oil.

But as my mauve nails grace
your café au lait skin
my buzzing mind reduces to
a melodic hum.
Thank you.
But when you leave, they return.
My frustration smells like flat Coca Cola
stagnant and refusing to change
day after day I regret not writing
and not turning my cluttered thoughts
into something magical
and most of the time I blame you for it.
But how can I blame you for it?
Your soul sings a song only mine can hear.
Come home, sugar.
We miss you.
If only we could be in each other’s arms
at all times.
The scent of our feelings together
-cotton candy roses, Chanel Coco Mademoiselledance throughout the room,
and my crystallized soul
is one once again.

Tyler Jackson
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Midnight Stitches

It seems we will never have enough glue to hold ourselves
together.
At the end of the day the sun will always set like clockwork, but even bathed in the corals and mauves of an hour hand
we still find ourselves breathing like puppets of bone and freckled rag dolls. Our hands cradle our ribcages together but what
will keep our hands intact?
We walk along the horizon but only because we might
burn before we learn to fly, and the moon laughs as she pushes
the tide and we keep walking because we never know quite how
to float in her oceans.
But we grow taller still, wire models of fractures and
stinging eyes, we paint our broken nails like they could be museum exhibits. (Maybe they would be, in another universe.) Our
blood stains deeper than bone and we taste it as often as we taste
each other’s lips, as often as that hour hand seems to snap and as
often as someone throws a wish to the waves without knowing
they’ll never get an answer.
It seems we will never have enough glue to hold ourselves
together, but we keep searching anyway.

“Sunkissed” by Eden Harrison
Acrylic Painting

Tara Tang
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To Be Seen
November 22, 2008
You were excited to go to school because you had finally
turned eleven and were no longer the same person. No longer
crooked teeth and gawky legs that mama always said you’ll grow into;
no longer too big eyes the color of smoke, of smog over a sleeping city.
It must’ve been the smell of rain on the sidewalks outside (you love
the smell of rain) and the way it carved delicate gray trails across your
window, quivering against the glass like the shiny Christmas lights
you’d always seen but never had. Rain made everything more mysterious, distorting things until they seemed like only faint memories
of what they used to be; a muted watercolor world of swirly lines and
blurred colors.
Your mother called you habibi, which means “my love,” and
you didn’t mind because you liked the way it sounded, three syllables
filled with three thousand lullabies. She sat you in front of the mirror and helped you wrap your hair into the soft black silk and secure
it with a beautiful butterfly pin. After, you lingered there for a long
time, examining every angle of your face as if you were seeing it for
the first time. You wondered if this were what it was like to feel beautiful.
On the way to school you (sunshine child) danced in the rain,
splashing in puddles until your ankles were wet and uncomfortable
and your willow tree arms ached with the weight of your umbrella.
But the unfamiliar, comforting heaviness of the hijab against the back
of your neck made everything else seem small.
People like to destroy beautiful things. The playground is
a battlefield. You learned this and more when you walked into the
middle of the war, unarmed and unprepared, and every eye turned
on you with a look hot enough to start a fire. They did, inside you.
You were surrounded by laughter that seemed to rip you from your
body and from everything that felt real, everything that felt like you.
They whispered from behind closed fists, and they didn’t hit you but
you wished they would, instead, because their words hurt more. They
lashed out and carved scars into your skin, the ache seeping into your
bones to rest in the crevices of your body. Their words were a song
you couldn’t get out of your head, and you felt weightless, as if you
were autumn flames being tossed from the arms of a wide-eyed

Jiwon Yun
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child in September’s fiery embrace. For a minute you forgot how to
breathe. For a minute you were falling. Your bruises spread like blueblack petals across the virgin canvas of your mind, and you ran to the
bathroom where the mirror locked you in its punishing honesty, and
you realized that nothing had changed
(Everything had changed)
Now when it rains it seems as though the sky is crying.

November 29, 2008
You saw the place in a whole new way: coffee stains on the
carpet, faded walls painted a dull green mama would have called
sophisticated but you thought was just ugly, the way the fluorescent
lights flickered once in a while, threatening to go out at any moment.
You almost wished they would. You saw the same people but somehow they were not the same at all, or maybe it was only you that was
different. Your father sat with his friends at a cream linoleum table at
the center of the room, balanced on folding chairs with the seat cushions torn by years of use. They each had a Styrofoam cup of watery
black coffee in front of them, and the smoke fogged baba’s glasses like
the ghosts that hid in cloudy bathroom mirrors. You saw a hundred
shades of cinnamon skin and chocolate-stained eyes.
“Habibi.” Baba’s voice was a deep, familiar rumble in your
ears, like distant thunder. “Could you bring us some sugar for the coffee?”
Suddenly you hated the sound of his voice, the way his words
were a little slurred because his tongue was used to a different language. You hated Tuesdays because Tuesday was mosque day and
everywhere you looked you saw the very thing you were trying to
escape from.
You felt like you were falling away into darkness, screaming,
but the hollowness inside you only translated into silence. You waited
a moment until you could untangle yourself from the numb, delicate
wiring of your bones without wanting to fold in on yourself and disappear. You (twilight child) were afraid there was nothing left.

December 9, 2008
You were never very good at keeping secrets. Or maybe it was

Jiwon Yun

because mama knew you too well. One look at your face, at the
mask you’d spent so long trying to perfect, and she could tell you
were breaking. When she took you in her arms and you could feel
the warm beating of her heart pressed against your cheek, as alive
and comforting as the feeling of her fingers in your hair, you almost
couldn’t do it. But the memory of their words was still bitter acid in
your mouth, so you choked out your own.
“Mama, I don’t want to wear it anymore.”
Your voice was small, tentative, and for a second you thought she
hadn’t heard (Was that relief you felt?)
But then her fingers tensed in your hair, and you looked up into
burnt sienna eyes that you could trace in your sleep, eyes that said
more than words.
“I’ve told you, habibi–”
“Mama, please. You don’t know what it’s like.” Liar. The hijab on
your mother’s head, the hijab that was just as part of mama as anything else, seemed to be screaming at you.
Mama’s voice was careful, full of an unspoken pain that was a punch
in your gut, like trying to breathe underwater. “Habibi, I know it’s
hard. But…”
You were tired of excuses. You were tired of hearing that your hijab
was for modesty and chastity, words you didn’t really even understand. All you knew was that it made you feel naked in the worst
possible way.
You had always been habibi, but you hadn’t realized that to be you
meant you had to give up feeling like yourself.
Mama came into your room every morning to help you with
your hijab. You let her do it, pretending to learn, because you didn’t
have the courage to do it yourself. When you closed your eyes, the
feeling of her fingers in your hair as familiar to you as your own name,
it was almost as if nothing was different at all.

February 5, 2012
Today your hijab is a vivid cerulean that makes you feel as
if your face is lit by the flaxen glow of an Indian summer. You don’t
need mama’s help anymore. Your fingers know the routine better
than you do, folding and tucking and pinning everything into place
long before your mind can catch up. The mirror still holds the same
truths, but now after all this time, you’ve grown up. You no longer
expect it to tell you lies.

Jiwon Yun
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In the mirror, you face the eleven-year-old child with birdbone limbs and bright-eyed trust, who came home and cried for
hours after she was forced to learn that to be beautiful, is to be unashamed. You face the four years it took to learn how to feel like you
didn’t have to hide, to realize that your hijab was not a burden that
took something away, but a part of you that you could never let go
of; a blossom in the overgrown garden of your soul. You face the girl
who taught herself how to be invisible, and then had to learn how to
be seen. And now you face the fifteen year old whose hands are not
empty at all, but hold so much more than you ever thought hands
could hold.
You remember the lost hopelessness of figuring out how to fit
into a world that didn’t seem to have the patience for differences. You
remember fighting with mama and baba, and the look on their faces
as you thrashed against the chains you accused them of putting you
in, as the feeling of losing everything but your sanity echoed in your
lungs, and you had to remind yourself how to breathe.
There’s a certain liberation in having the courage to see
yourself and find beauty even if no one else does. The smell of rain in
the morning still makes you feel like a child, but now you (sunshine
child) are free.

“Reflection” by Mary Kannapell
Photography

Jiwon Yun
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Almost Remembered

Silvery-smooth giggles seep

Into the mist
Under the mysterious, lit crescent
Low, gentle murmurs
Glide hand-in-hand with the wind
It’s soft, sobering sound always present
Always.
His silky, chocolate-tinted hair rests
Against her pearly, smooth shoulder
They, in the garden where
Vibrant vegetation bloomed vivaciously,
With variety
The scents of life
Danced in the air as different pollens mixed
Flat eyes rest on the faded, monochrome photograph
Her memory burstsThe colors, sounds, everything
A wound never quite healed,
Reopens.
Just as soon,
Her eyes go flat.

“Deadly Grip” by Sloan Kiriluk
Mixed Media

Nina Nakkash
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Desperation and The Contaminating Desire for Light

One year ago, busy cars and tumultuous shouts of city dwellers
beneath our feet fell silent in solemn respect of your achievement. The
darkness of the night was concrete and the black fog swallowed the tall,
looming apartments of the city and silenced the noise of the angry drivers
and bustling dwellers. I was sinking in a kind of bayou, a dark, swampy
bog of insecurity and palpitating heartbeats. When I waited for you on
the rooftop of our apartment, a dark hand seemed to press against my
skull, crushing my lingering thoughts and memories. But you were lucid
and lustrous like the stars we used to watch in your pickup truck when
our budding love was still young. As you walked toward me, the moonlight immersed you with delicate silver projections of light and your face
looked so alive without the clawing wrinkles I had come to known. I was
blissfully intoxicated in your presence and ready to return to our paradisal past. One year ago, you told me you were sober, and I believed you
because you looked me straight in the eyes when you said it.
One month ago, I shivered as I sat drenched in a cold sweat.
The lamp lit my skin on fire, sheathing my skin with slushy yellow fog.
I was nursing the paper cut from the credit card bill you had promised
to pay yesterday but hadn’t. You smashed the door open and the hinges’
screams merged with my horror as you fell and lay on the floor like a rag.
Your shirt was crumpled and disheveled and your slurred words suffocated me like dark, fatal poison: sticky and unavoidable. You slowly got
up, knocking over the shoe rack we had bought at the garage sale last
week. You trudged toward me, and I winced as you came into the light,
grotesque and ugly. You pushed away the credit card bill and I saw the
paper slowly joining the arms of the corner’s dark hole. You have to write
the check for the bill now, I said. Not important you said. You’re wrong,
I replied. You sat next to me and placed your head on the table. I know,
you whispered to yourself. You fell asleep and woke up the next morning
with dim fume enveloping your guilty face. One month ago, you told me
you had just drunk a little too much at a friend’s party but you were all
right. That it had nothing to do with what we went through before. And
I believed you because your bloodshot eyes looked helplessly into mine.
One week ago, I stood on the roof of our apartment and felt the
wind caress my face. My hair swooped around me in a mad craze trapping my face and my heart fell when for a moment I couldn’t breathe.
But my mind was used to the feeling. The cars filled my head with

Kiana Sadri

noise and the city dwellers galloped and shouted beneath me. The light
surrounded me, taunting me with my loneliness in this bright world.
I felt dark that day, and I wanted you there to comfort me and tell me
it was going to be fine. But you didn’t. You wore black that day, and I
don’t think I ever told you I hate that color because you wore black the
first night you walked drunk into the apartment. But you chose accordingly, black fit the mood. We were moving. Too many unpaid bills. You
kept telling me you were all right. You joined me on the rooftop and
stood behind me, afraid to touch me, afraid to break me. I was so fragile
then. I needed you so badly, so so badly. One week ago, you told me you
would never bring another alcohol bottle to our new apartment. And I
believed you because your hopeful eyes reassured mine.
One day ago, I laughed for the first time in a month. I stroked the
blue suitcase you bought me so many years ago, when we were young
and had no worries. You said you’d take me on a fabulous trip one day
when you had the money. I tried to put all my clothes and belongings in
that suitcase full of dreams, but I had so few items that the suitcase was
only half filled. I laughed that day as I marveled at my indigence and
fit all my belongings in a gym bag you had given me so many years ago
and turned my back on that blue suitcase. You sat at the table and told
me you needed me. I told you I couldn’t handle the instability anymore.
That we were just like we were so many years ago, when were young but
were forced to grow up and realize the world didn’t like to harbor innocence like ours. You told me that I had become like the steel they make
at the end of the street in the old factory. I realize now you never grew
up. I smiled at you because you were illuminated by fluorescent light and
I stood in the dark hallway and I felt the irony of it all. I flung an empty
beer can at you and told you to keep your innocence. One day ago, I
opened the door to leave our-no your-apartment forever and said it was
over. And you believed me because I avoided your eyes when I said it.

Kiana Sadri
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“To our senses, the elements are four and have ever R
been, and will ever be, for they are the elements of U
life, of poetry, and of perception...”
M
~D.H. Lawrence

“Tree of Life” by Sofia Spencer
Painting
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LETTERS FROM THE STAFF
I would like to thank Mrs. Hannett for her neverending support and dedication to the Spectrum club
and magazine. She has inspired my own passion for
writing which has only flourished since I first joined
the club and showed me the impact that words can
have. I would also like to thank all of the editorial
board members-especially Jiwon, who has been a
close friend and amazing co-editor-in-chief throughout this process-whose individual talents helped
create this amazing magazine; I am so grateful to
have had the opportunity to get to know you during this experience as well as through your writing.
This year’s theme embodies the very motto of the
Spectrum club; each of these four elements contains
its own unique properties but together, they form the
world that we live in. As I head into my senior year,
I also carry my wonderful memories from Spectrum
as well as the invaluable experience I have gained in
both writing and leadership. Enjoy!
~Kiana Sadri, editor-in-chief
I have been on the editorial staff for Spectrum since
my freshman year, and my journey in starting as
an intern and becoming editor-in-chief has seen
me grow as a writer, leader, and person. First and
foremost, I want to thank Mrs. Hannett for giving us
the opportunity to produce our own, original piece of
work that speaks to who we are both as writers and
as people. Everyone worked so hard to put this issue
together, and it is bittersweet to think that it will
be the legacy I leave behind as I get ready to leave
Country Day. Thanks Kiana for being such a great
co-editor-in-chief and being someone I can always
bounce ideas off of. Thank you to everyone else for
showing up and being 100% committed to the magazine - we couldn’t have done it without you. I’m so
happy I was able to find something that not only
served as my creative outlet but also a work of art
that I am so proud and honored to have had a part in
creating. Lastly, thank you to all of you for reading
and loving the magazine as much as I do!
~Jiwon Yun, editor-in-chief
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LETTERS FROM THE STAFF
Working in Spectrum and having the opportunity
to put forth my creative insight into the process has
been a unique and rewarding experience. I would
like to first and foremost thank Mrs. Hannett and
Mr. Davis for dedicating an incredible amount of
time and effort to helping each of us improve upon
our writing skills. Each member of the editorial
board has served an integral role in the creation of
this magazine, and we could not be more proud
of the final product. Being a part of Spectrum has
allowed me to grow as a writer, and I am so thankful to have been a part of this club since freshman
year. This year’s magazine revolves around the four
elements, and while they each represent various
aspects of the human existence, they balance each
other and come together to form a larger whole. We
hope you enjoy this issue, and thank you for reading!
~Samina Saifee, Associate Editor
My time working on Spectrum is always a learning experience. Being on the editorial board has
exposed me to countless incredible pieces of writing
that have touched me and made me better as both
a writer and a person. I feel honored to play a part
in distributing those pieces to more people via this
wonderful magazine. The Spectrum Magazine represents the hard work and vast creativity of several
talented writers, but it could not come to fruition
without the complete dedication of Mrs. HannettPrice and my fellow staff members. The theme of
the four elements provides a versatile framework
for writing of all forms to come together in a single
magazine, representing the inner workings of human nature and our universe in a way that I hope
readers can identify with. I could not be prouder of
how this year’s Spectrum weaves together so many
distinct pieces into a coherent and riveting book, in
very much the same way that writers weave together words to create beautiful stories and emotions. I
hope you enjoy the magazine!
~Tara Tang, Associate Editor
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Prior to submitting work to Spectrum, I had never
been one to publicize my creative pieces, let alone
allow others read them. Upon being introduced to
this book of personal essays and poems, I finally felt
comfortable enough to share my work and seek opportunities to deepen my thought process for each piece
I wrote. To initially see Spectrum as a creative outlet
and now be a part of compiling pieces and actively
reading the amazing work of other inspired writers
has definitely has made the literary magazine more
endearing. This year’s theme, the 4 elements, truly
demonstrates the harmony of the team and the balance in tone and emotion that all submissions had to
make Spectrum come to life. I continue to be inspired
by Lydia’s commitment to each publication, and I
appreciate Jiwon and Kiana’s dedication to familiarize the staff with the publication and organizing the
process. Most definitely, I would like to thank Mrs.
Hannett-Price for introducing Spectrum and giving
me the opportunity to work with such a creative and
dynamic group.
~Angela Lee, Associate Editor/Design Editor
I would like to thank Mrs. Hannett-Price for her support and dedication to the club and magazine, and
without whom the publication would not have been
possible. I would also like to thank the other members
of the board for taking the time to teach me how to
put the magazine together. Working with the other
members of the Spectrum club has not only made me
more expressive a writer but has also allowed me to
open up to new ideas, experiences, and artistic expressions. The club has opened my eyes up to how each
individual has a unique style. The contrasting styles of
the members in Spectrum converge in the magazine
to express the theme of the four elements. The unique
characteristics of the elements of air, water, earth, and
fire likewise merge to create the balance in the world
we live in. I am incredibly thankful to have the opportunity to work on such a unique work of art, and I
hope you enjoy reading the magazine.
~Anusha Mamidipaka, Intern/Design Editor
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support and dedication to the club and magazine,
and without whom the publication would not
have been possible. I would also like to thank the
other members of the board for taking the time
to teach me how to put the magazine together.
Working with the other members of the Spectrum
club has not only made me more expressive a
writer but has also allowed me to open up to new
ideas, experiences, and artistic expressions. The
club has opened my eyes up to how each individual has a unique style. The contrasting styles of
the members in Spectrum converge in the magazine to express the theme of the four elements.
The unique characteristics of the elements of air,
water, earth, and fire likewise merge to create the
balance in the world we live in. I am incredibly
thankful to have the opportunity to work on such
a unique work of art, and I hope you enjoy reading
the magazine.
~Sophia Zhang, Intern/Design Editor
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